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Septins are GTP-binding proteins that form ordered,
rod-like multimeric complexes and polymerize into
filaments, but how such supramolecular structure
is related to septin function was unclear. In
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, four septins form an apo-
lar hetero-octamer (Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10-
Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12-Cdc11) that associates end-to-
end to form filaments. We show that septin filament
assembly displays previously unanticipated plas-
ticity. Cells lacking Cdc10 or Cdc11 are able to divide
because the now-exposed subunits (Cdc3 or Cdc12,
respectively) retain an ability to homodimerize via
their so-called G interface, thereby allowing for fila-
ment assembly. In such cdc10D and cdc11D cells,
the remaining septins, like wild-type complexes,
localize to the cortex at the bud neck and compart-
mentalize nonseptin factors, consistent with a diffu-
sion barrier composed of continuous filaments in
intimate contact with the plasma membrane.
Conversely, Cdc10 or Cdc11 mutants that cannot
self-associate, but ‘‘cap’’ Cdc3 or Cdc12, respec-
tively, prevent filament formation, block cortical
localization, and kill cells.
INTRODUCTION
Temperature-sensitive (ts) mutations in four genes (CDC3,
CDC10,CDC11, and CDC12) identified by Hartwell (1971) cause
the same terminal phenotype of failed cytokinesis, despite
completion of nuclear division at the nonpermissive tempera-
ture. At restrictive temperature, mutations in these four loci
cause disappearance of a unique structure revealed by electron
microscopy (EM), a filamentous array subtending the plasma
membrane (PM) at the bud neck (Byers and Goetsch, 1976a,
1976b). These four loci encode related proteins, dubbed septins,
that localize to the bud neck (for review, see McMurray and
Thorner, 2008). Based on analysis of their dynamics, fluores-
cently tagged septins in the ‘‘collar’’ at the bud neck are
constrained with respect to mobility (Caviston et al., 2003;540 Developmental Cell 20, 540–549, April 19, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier IDobbelaere et al., 2003) and relative orientation (Vrabioiu and
Mitchison, 2006), consistent with highly organized structures.
Native septins isolated from yeast (Frazier et al., 1998) and
recombinant yeast septins purified from bacteria (Versele et al.,
2004; Farkasovsky et al., 2005) associate into complexes that
can self-assemble into filaments in vitro, strongly suggesting
that in the collar the four septins are coassembled into filaments
and required for cytokinesis.
Cytokinesis in S. cerevisiae involves coordinated contraction
of an actomyosin ring and localized synthesis of a septum of
cell wall material (Bi, 2001). These processes drive timely and
orderly ingression of the PM and separation of the mother and
daughter cells. Yeast cells still divide when either process is
inoperative, but septin function is required for both, explaining
the failure of cytokinesis in septin mutants (Bi, 2001). Specifi-
cally, septin localization at the incipient bud site is required for
recruitment of actomyosin ring components (Bi, 2001; Lippincott
and Li, 1998), but, once the contractile ring has assembled,
septin structures are dispensable for ring stability and constric-
tion (Dobbelaere and Barral, 2004). Similarly, enzymes involved
in cell wall remodeling at the division site (e.g., Chs4/Skt5, an
activator of chitin synthase III) are recruited in a septin-depen-
dent manner early in the cell cycle, when septins are found as
a diffuse ring before the prominent collar is established (DeMarini
et al., 1997). Importantly, certain septin-associated factors
remain colocalized with septins even in aberrant septin struc-
tures formed in response to experimental perturbations (Long-
tine et al., 1998; Roh et al., 2002). Thus, septin structures clearly
serve as scaffolds to bind, and organize in space and time,
machinery needed for cytokinesis.
To function, a scaffold requires temporal and/or spatial cues
for its site-specific action and the capacity to recruit other
factors. Septin arrival at the future bud site requires activation
of the small GTPase Cdc42 and direct interaction with particular
Cdc42 effector proteins (Iwase et al., 2006), as well as additional
polarity factors. Moreover, in vitro, septins are able to interact
with acidic phospholipids, consistent with direct PM contact
in vivo, and PtdIns4,5P2, in particular, exerts rather profound
effects on septin organization on model lipid monolayers (Bertin
et al., 2010). For several proteins whose localization is septin-
dependent (Gladfelter et al., 2001), direct binding to a septin
(or bridged by another protein) has been convincingly demon-
strated. For septins to fulfill a purely scaffold role, there is no
strict requirement for filaments per se.nc.
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function for yeast septins. Septins at the bud neck restrict lateral
diffusion of integral membrane proteins, thereby limiting the
cortical distribution of factors that do not bind to the septins
either directly or indirectly (Barral et al., 2000; Takizawa et al.,
2000; Dobbelaere and Barral, 2004). A ring-like septin structure
adjacent to the PM also is found in the midbody of dividing
mammalian keratinocytes (Schmidt and Nichols, 2004), at the
bases of dendritic spines (Tada et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2007), at
the base of the primary cilium (Hu et al., 2010), and separating
the head and tail in spermatozoa (Ihara et al., 2005; Kwitny
et al., 2010). In each case, this structure is positioned to serve
as a diffusion barrier that imposes compartmentation (Caudron
and Barral, 2009). The simplest explanation for how septins
establish a diffusion barrier is by forming continuous filaments
tightly apposed to the PM. Such a ‘‘gasket’’ could prevent
passage of integral membrane proteins by physically hindering
their cytosolic domains, and/or by organizing PM lipids to
impede lateral movement (Caudron and Barral, 2009). Thus,
filament formation may be a critical, and perhaps conserved,
feature of septin function.
Consistent with this concept, we ascertained that Cdc3,
Cdc10, Cdc11, and Cdc12 stably coassemble into linear rods
with a defined composition (Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10-
Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12-Cdc11) in the absence of any other yeast
protein, and that these rods polymerize end-on-end in a highly
cooperative fashion in low-salt solution to form long paired fila-
ments (Bertin et al., 2008). However, viable yeast cells lacking
Cdc10 or Cdc11 have been isolated in which neck structures
reportedly were not detectable, from which it was concluded
that organized filament arrays are not required for septin function
(Frazier et al., 1998).
Our ultrastructural analysis of the supramolecular organization
of the yeast septin hetero-octamer (Bertin et al., 2008), coupled
with insights about the contacts involved in septin-septin inter-
actions derived from the crystal structure of a mammalian heter-
ohexameric septin complex (Sirajuddin et al., 2007, 2009),
permitted design of experiments to test the relationship between
filament assembly and septin function in budding yeast. We
show here that septin complexes completely lacking certain
subunits retain an ability to form filaments because loss of those
subunits unmasks another subunit with an inherent capacity for
self-association. In contrast, subunit alterations that abrogate
the ability of complexes to form filaments prevent septin localiza-
tion to the PM and cause cell death. Thus, filament-forming
capacity, cortical septin localization, and cell survival are inextri-
cably linked. Our findings demonstrate that, to execute at least
one of its essential functions, the yeast septin complex must
be able to polymerize into filaments.
RESULTS
Cdc10 and Cdc11 in Septin Filament Formation
In vitro polymerization of native or recombinant Cdc11-Cdc12-
Cdc3-Cdc10-Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12-Cdc11 rods into filaments
occurs at %150 mM salt (Farkasovsky et al., 2005; Frazier
et al., 1998; Versele et al., 2004). Given their linear arrangement
(Bertin et al., 2008), loss of any individual subunit should
preclude filament assembly. Indeed, Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10-DeveCdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12 complexes are stable, but did not form fila-
ments in vitro under conditions in which wild-type (WT)
complexes do (Bertin et al., 2008). In the absence of Cdc10,
the remaining subunits produced Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3 trimers,
but no detectable filaments at low salt (Bertin et al., 2008). Like-
wise, septin complexes isolated from cdc10D or cdc11D cells
also failed to assemble into filaments in vitro (Frazier et al., 1998).
However, at sufficiently high protein concentration, recombi-
nant Cdc10-less complexes self-associated, as detected by
indirect immunofluorescence; but, in the EM, the structures
formed were amorphous and disorganized, compared with
WT filaments (Versele et al., 2004; Farkasovsky et al., 2005).
Similar behavior was reported for Cdc11-less complexes (Farka-
sovsky et al., 2005). In our hands, at a protein concentration
R150 mg-ml-1 and GTP (0.5 mM) present, Cdc11-less
complexes associate into rudimentary filaments (see Figure S1A
available online). Under the same conditions, presence of
a PtdIns4,5P2-containing lipid monolayer further enhances fila-
ment formation by Cdc11-less complexes and filamentous
bundles by Cdc10-less complexes (Bertin et al., 2010). The
propensity of Cdc10-less and Cdc11-less complexes to display
some degree of self-association in vitro prompted us to re-eval-
uate the conclusion that viability of cdc10D and cdc11D cells
indicates that essential septin functions do not require filament
assembly (Frazier et al., 1998).
Consequences of the Absence of Cdc10 or Cdc11
We removed the CDC10 or the CDC11 gene in the commonly
used strain BY4741 by direct deletion in a haploid (and by
construction of a heterozygous diploid followed by sporulation
to recover the null spores). Regardless of how a cdc10D muta-
tion was introduced, haploid cells lacking Cdc10 exhibited
severe defects in proliferation and morphology when initially
cultivated at room temperature (22C) on standard glucose
(dextrose)-based rich medium (YPD) (Figure S2A). Upon serial
repassaging, however, growth of cdc10D clones improved
dramatically (Figure S2B and Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures), yet still displayed the ts behavior reported for other
cdc10D derivatives (Versele et al., 2004). At 30 or below, these
viable cdc10D haploids exhibited abnormal morphology (large
cells with wide bud necks and often multiple buds) (Figure S2C);
above 30, they ceased growing and arrested as chains of
unseparated cells.
In the course of this work, we found that loss of Cdc10 was
tolerated better on galactose than on glucose medium (see
Figures 2A and 3B). Consistent with some interplay between
growth conditions, septin status, and transcription, others
reported that a cdc10D mutation caused misexpression of
certain genes in glucose-grown cells (Voronkova et al., 2006).
Similarly, cdc11D derivatives of BY4741 were inviable on
glucose medium at room temperature, as found in other strains
(Versele et al., 2004), whereas on galactose medium, we were
able to recover cdc11D derivatives (Figure S1B). Such viable
cdc11D cells exhibited extremely slow growth and a highly elon-
gated morphology, as described for viable cdc11D cells in an
unrelated genetic background (Frazier et al., 1998). Propagation
of cdc10D and cdc11D cells on galactose provided the opportu-
nity to examine the contribution of the remaining septins to cell
viability.lopmental Cell 20, 540–549, April 19, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 541
Figure 1. Survival of Cdc11-Less Cells
Requires Homodimerization of Cdc12 by
Its G Interface
(A) Model of the subunit arrangement in the yeast
septin hetero-octamer (McMurray and Thorner,
2008); Cdc3 (blue), Cdc10 (brown); Cdc11 (pink);
Cdc12 (green).
(B) Sequence conservation of the Trp contact
residue in the G interface.
(C) Cultures of the indicated genotypes were
grown in YPGal, spotted in five-fold serial dilutions
onto agar plates containing SCGal-Leu medium in
the absence (left) or presence (right) of FOA to
select against URA3-containing cells, and pho-
tographed after incubation at room temperature
for 5–6 days. Far right, schematic depiction of
septin composition in cells that have lost the
URA3 plasmid; red asterisk, W267Amutation at G
interface of Cdc12.
(D) Strains MJY201 and JTY3631 were crossed,
generating (after loss of a URA3-marked plasmid)
the indicated cdc11D0::HIS3MX/CDC11+
shs1D0::kanMX/SHS1+ diploid, which was sub-
jected to sporulation and tetrad dissection.
Shown are representative meiotic progeny of the
indicated genotypes after incubation on YPD
medium at 26 for 4 days. Far right, representative
image of the type of microcolony formed by the
cdc11D SHS1+ spores, which all failed to form
a viable clone.
(E) As in (C), except that the growth medium was
SCGlc-Leu and the cdc11D cells also lacked
Shs1.
See also Figure S1.
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of Cdc11-Less Cells
As deduced from the crystal structure of a human heterohexa-
meric septin complex (SEPT7-SEPT6-SEPT2-SEPT2-SEPT6-
SEPT7) (Sirajuddin et al., 2007), and confirmed for the yeast
septin rod (Bertin et al., 2008), adjacent monomers in septin
complexes interact by two alternative contact modes, a ‘‘G inter-
face’’ (residues in and around the GTP-binding pockets) and an
‘‘NC interface’’ (residues in and around the N- and C-terminal
segments of the GTP-binding domains) (Figure 1A). Cdc12, the
penultimate subunit at each end of the yeast hetero-octamer,
associates with the terminal Cdc11 subunit via a G interface.
Formation of an NC interface between Cdc11 subunits on neigh-
boring rods mediates filament formation (Bertin et al., 2008).
Aside from the Cdc11-Cdc11 coupling that mediates rod-rod
association, the only other homodimeric contact is the central
Cdc10-Cdc10 doublet mediated by an NC interface. However,
when expressed individually and purified from bacteria, each
yeast septin exhibits a detectable degree of self-association
(Versele et al., 2004). Likewise, human SEPT2 pairs with itself at
the center of the SEPT7-SEPT6-SEPT2-SEPT2-SEPT6-SEPT7
heterohexamer via an NC interface, whereas when expressed
alone, it can form homodimers via its G interface (Sirajuddin
et al., 2007). Moreover, since the human heterohexamer poly-
merizes in vitro into filaments, yet is one subunit shorter at each542 Developmental Cell 20, 540–549, April 19, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Iend than the yeast hetero-octamer, a G interface must mediate
SEPT7-SEPT7 interaction. We reasoned, therefore, that survival
of cdc11D mutants might depend on homodimerization of the
now-exposed Cdc12 subunit via its G interface, thereby permit-
ting Cdc11-less complexes to polymerize into filaments.
To test this idea, wemutated a conserved Trp in Cdc12 (W267)
(Figure 1B). In SEPT2, the Trp at the corresponding position
contributes significantly to the buried hydrophobic surface at
the G interface and, when mutated to Ala, destroys the ability
of SEPT2 to homodimerize via its G interface (Sirajuddin et al.,
2007). The cdc12(W267A) mutation is tolerated in otherwise
WT cells (Figure 1C, second row) because, as we demonstrated
in vitro (Bertin et al., 2008), this substitution only slightly destabi-
lizes the otherwise normal Cdc12-Cdc11 G interface. The
presence of the corresponding conserved Trp in Cdc11 (W251)
(Figure 1B) presumably makes an adequate contribution to the
hydrophobic contact surface. Thus, as for SEPT2, the Cdc12
(W267A) mutation should disrupt only the ability of Cdc12 to ho-
modimerize via its G interface. Indeed, on galactose medium,
unlike cdc11D mutants that express WT Cdc12, those express-
ing the cdc12(W267A) allele were inviable (Figure 1C, bottom
row). The need for a Cdc12 G homodimer interface for survival
of Cdc11-less cells is consistent with Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10-
Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12 filament formation via Cdc12 self-
association.nc.
Figure 2. Survival of Cdc10-Less Cells Requires Homodimerization
of Cdc3 by Its G Interface
(A) As in 1C, for cells of the indicated genotype; red asterisk, W364A mutation
at G interface of Cdc3.
(B) Morphology of representative cells of isogenicCDC3+ (left) or cdc3(W364A)
strains (right) (derived from JTY5071) grown at 30C, examined by differential
interference contrast (DIC) microscopy (left panels) and coexpressing Cdc10-
GFP (from plasmid pLA10), whose localization was determined by epifluor-
escence microscopy (right panels).
See also Figure S2.
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in yeast hetero-octamers (Bertin et al., 2008), and have further
evidence that such Shs1-tipped rods cannot polymerize end-
to-end (data not shown). Also, others showed that SHS1 overex-
pression kills cdc11D cells, but not CDC11+ cells (Iwase et al.,
2007). These observations suggest that, when no competing
Cdc11 is present, Shs1 caps the Cdc12 subunit and prevents
polymerization of Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10-Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12
complexes. If so, then a cdc11D shs1D double mutant should
be viable. Indeed, we found that an shs1D mutation permitted
the survival of cdc11D cells on glucose medium (Figure 1D).
By contrast, cdc11D shs1D double mutants expressing Cdc12
(W267A) as the sole source of Cdc12 are dead (Figure 1E),
corroborating the conclusion that Cdc12-Cdc12 contact
mediated via its G interface is required for viability of cdc11D
shs1D cells.
Cdc3 Homodimerization Is Required for Survival
of Cdc10-Less Cells
By similar reasoning, it seemed likely that cdc10D cells survive
because homodimerization of the now-exposed Cdc3 subunits
via their G interface assembles Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc3-
Cdc12-Cdc11 hexamers that maintain the capacity for filament
formation via the normal Cdc11-Cdc11 interaction.
We tested this idea, first, by mutating the conserved Trp in
Cdc3 (W364) (Figure 1B), which should cripple Cdc3 homodimer
formation mediated by its G interface [but not the G interface in
normal Cdc3-Cdc10 heterodimers]. Indeed, when the cdc3
(W364A) allele was the sole source of Cdc3, cells lacking
Cdc10 were dead under all conditions tested (Figure 2A). In
contrast, when cdc3(W364A)was the source of Cdc3 in isogenic
CDC10+ cells, they were viable at temperatures up to 30 and, in
such cells, Cdc10-GFP was localized normally at the bud neck
(Figure 2B).
Blocking Filament Assembly Is Lethal and Prevents
Cortical Septin Localization
Expression of Cdc10(D13-28), henceforth Cdc10(Da0), a deriva-
tive of Cdc10 that has an intact G interface and is able toDeveinteract with Cdc3, but lacks a functional NC interface and is
incapable of forming Cdc10 homodimers, should permit
assembly of only Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10(Da0) hetero-tetra-
mers that are unable to polymerize into filaments. If filament
formation is required for viability, then cells expressing Cdc10
(Da0) as the sole source of Cdc10 should be dead. To confirm
that Cdc10(Da0) has the expected properties, we prepared
recombinant septin complexes containing Cdc3, Cdc11,
Cdc12, and Cdc10(Da0) and examined the resulting particles
by EM. As expected, in high salt, only tetramers were observed
(Figure 3A, top) and, in low salt, the largest particles were
‘‘inside-out’’ Cdc10(Da0)-Cdc3-Cdc12-Cdc11-Cdc11-Cdc12-
Cdc3-Cdc10(Da0) complexes (Figure 3A, bottom), but never
any filaments. Accordingly, upon meiosis and sporulation,
a heterozygous cdc10D::kanMX/CDC10 diploid expressing
Cdc10(Da0) from a URA3-marked CEN plasmid (Figure 3B, right
panel), yielded colony-forming G418R Ura- (cdc10D) spores, but
no viable G418R Ura+ clone [cdc10D expressing Cdc10(Da0)]
(spores of this apparent genotype ceased growth after three to
four divisions). By contrast, G418R Ura+ clones were readily
recovered from the same diploid expressing WT CDC10+ from
the same vector (Figure 3B, left panel). Lethality of Cdc10(Da0)
was due to lack of its NC interface, and not due to removal by
the Da0 mutation of basic residues thought to mediate interac-
tion with PM phospholipids (Figure S4A), because cells express-
ing a Cdc10 mutant in which all the basic residues are replaced
by Ala were viable (Figure S4B). By contrast, a Cdc10 Ile22Glu
mutant, replacing a single nonpolar residue predicted to make
an important NC interface contact, did not support growth
(Figure S4C; see also Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Thus, expressing Cdc10(Da0) in the presence of Cdc3, Cdc11,
and Cdc12 is lethal. Clearly, capping Cdc3 yields a decidedly
worse phenotype than having no Cdc10 at all, consistent with
preventingassemblyofCdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc3-Cdc12-Cdc11
complexes and abrogating filament formation.
In further agreement with this view, high-level production of
Cdc10(Da0) from the MET17 promoter (Ro¨nicke et al., 1997)
was toxic to otherwise WT cells, whereas overproduction of
normal Cdc10 had no effect (Figure 3C). Moreover, when septin
filament assembly at the bud neck was visualized using chromo-
somally expressed Cdc10-mCherry, and production of MET17
promoter-driven Cdc10(Da0)-GFP from a CEN plasmid was
monitored in the same cells, there was an inverse correlation
between the level of Cdc10(Da0)-GFP present and the amount
of Cdc10-mCherry incorporated at the bud neck (Figure 3D),
as expected if Cdc10(Da0) competes with normal Cdc10 for
interaction with Cdc3 and thereby prevents septin filament
assembly. High-level Cdc10(Da0)-GFP also prevented each of
the other septin subunits from localizing to the cortex (Figure S3),
suggesting that septin complexes containing this mutant subunit
were incapable of stable recruitment to the PM. Correspond-
ingly, we found that Cdc10(Da0) only had this effect if it was
produced prior to the time when septin complexes normally
assemble into filaments at the bud neck (Figure 3E). If cells
were arrested, first, in S phase with hydroxyurea (HU), a cell
cycle stage at which the filamentous septin collar has already
formed (Versele and Thorner, 2004), subsequent high-level over-
production of Cdc10(Da0)-GFPdid not displaceCdc10-mCherry
from the bud neck, whereas the same level of Cdc10(Da0)-GFPlopmental Cell 20, 540–549, April 19, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 543
Figure 3. Blocking Filament Assembly Is
Lethal and Prevents Cortical Septin Locali-
zation
(A) Representative class averages of negatively
stained particles of purified recombinant Cdc11-
Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10(Da0) complexes in 300 mM
(top) and 60 mM (bottom) KCl buffer.
(B) Growth of representative meiotic progeny of
cdc10D::kanMX/CDC10+ cells (strain 4003482)
carrying either a URA3-marked plasmid express-
ing CDC10-GFP (left) or the same vector ex-
pressing cdc10(Da0)-GFP (right) on YPD medium
at 26 for 4 days. Far right, images of represen-
tative clones of cdc10D spores either carrying
(top) or lacking (bottom) the Cdc10(Da0) plasmid.
(C) Cultures of strain JTY3993 carrying URA3-
marked plasmids expressing either CDC10-GFP
or cdc10(Da0)-GFP from either the CDC10
promoter (PCDC10) or the Met-repressible MET17
promoter (PMET17), as indicated, were grown in
SCGlc-Ura and ten-fold serial dilutions were
plated on the same medium either containing (top)
or lacking (bottom) Met, and the plates were
incubated at 26C for 3 days.
(D) Strain JTY3993, which expresses CDC10-
mCherry from the chomosomal CDC10 locus, and
also carrying the URA3-marked PMET17- cdc10
(Da0)-GFP plasmid (pJT3456), was grown in
SCGlc-Ura in the presence of Met, washed,
spotted on an agarose pad containing the same
medium lacking Met, incubated under a coverslip
at room temperature, and examined periodically
using DIC optics (top) and by epifluorescence
microscopy using the appropriate filters to visu-
alize GFP (middle) and mCherry (bottom).
(E) JTY3993 cells carrying either the PMET17-
CDC10-GFP plasmid (pJT2696) or the PMET17-
cdc10(Da0)-GFP plasmid (pJT3456) were grown
in SCGlc-Ura in the presence of Met to mid-
exponential phase, then exposed in the same
medium to the ribonucleotide reductase (and DNA
replication) inhibitor hydroxyurea (HU; 200 mM
final concentration) and incubated for 2 hr
(left columns), then transferred to Met-free
HU-containing medium and incubated for 7 hr
(center columns), and finally transferred to Met-
free medium lacking HU for 1 hr (right columns).
Arrows, normal split rings; arrowheads, abnormal
septin structures.
See also Figure S3.
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Cdc10-mCherry from the neck and induced a highly elongated
bud (Figure 3E), a hallmark of dysfunctional septin filaments
(Shulewitz et al., 1999; Lew, 2003).
Stabilization of the Cdc3-Cdc3 G Interface Promotes
Survival of Cdc10-Less Cells
Although cells lacking Cdc10 survive, they exhibit wider-than-
normal bud necks and are ts for growth. The abnormal
morphology could arise from altered geometry imposed by fila-
ments formed from Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc3-Cdc12-Cdc11
hexamers and these structures may be unstable at higher
temperatures because the noncanonical Cdc3-Cdc3 junction
is nonoptimal. To test the latter possibility, we selected at 37C544 Developmental Cell 20, 540–549, April 19, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ia spontaneous temperature-resistant variant of our cdc10D
mutant, recovered the DNA, and sequenced the CDC3 locus
from these cells. We found that codon 261 (Gly; GGA) in the
CDC3 ORF was mutated to Val (GUA) (Figure 4A, left). Equiva-
lently positioned side chains are located at the G interface
between SEPT2 homodimers (Sirajuddin et al., 2007, 2009) (Fig-
ure 4A, right). We presume, therefore, that the Cdc3(G261V)
mutation confers greater stability because, unlike Gly, Val
contributes to the buried hydrophobic surface area at theG inter-
face in the central homodimer of Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc3-
Cdc12-Cdc11 hexamers (and/or because this substitution stabi-
lizes the conformation at the Cdc3 G interface most competent
for self-association). Further genetic analysis showed that the
cdc3(G261V) allele was necessary, but not sufficient, for thenc.
Figure 4. Mutation at the G Interface of Cdc3 Enhances Survival of
Cdc10-Less Cells
(A) Sequence alignment (left) of human SEPT2 with WT Cdc3 and Cdc3
(G261V). Highlighting (Phe, pink; Gly, orange; His, blue) refers to same residues
shown (right) in the close-up of the G homodimer interface of GppNHp-bound
mouse SEPT2 (PDB accession number 3FTQ) (Sirajuddin et al., 2009).
(B) As in 1C, except grown on SCGlc-Leu and incubated for 3 (left) or 5 days
(right); green asterisks, cdc3(G261V) mutation.
(C) Purified recombinant Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3(G261V) complexes were
examined by EM in 300mMsalt buffer in the absence (solid bars) and presence
(open bars) of 10 mM GTP; frequencies of particle classes observed (repre-
sentative examples on the right) plotted as histograms (left). All 824 particles
(100%) in the absence of GTP were trimers; 3358 particles in the presence of
GTP were 97 dimers (3%), 2831 trimers (84%), 376 tetramers (11%), 46
pentamers (1%), and 8 hexamers (0.2%). Asterisk, classes whose appearance
depended on presence of GTP at a statistically significant level (p < 0.0001,
according to a two-tailed Fisher’s exact test).
Figure 5. Blocking Hetero-Octamer Polymerization Is Lethal
Cultures of the indicated genotype were grown in YPGal, spotted in 5-fold
serial dilutions onto agar plates containing SCGal-Leu medium in the absence
(left) or presence (right) of FOA, and photographed after incubation at room
temperature for 5–6 days. Far right, schematic depiction of septin composition
in cells that have lost the URA3 plasmid; red asterisk, Da0 mutation at the NC
interface of Cdc11; gray spheres, septin subunits of complexes where Cdc11
normally occupies the terminal position; blue spheres, septin subunits of
complexes where Shs1 normally occupies the terminal position.
See also Figure S4.
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to grow at 37C (Figure S2H), indicating that at least one other
alteration was responsible for robust growth at the restrictive
temperature. Nonetheless, our findings clearly indicated that
G261V in Cdc3 is a major contributing factor because, even on
glucose medium and at room temperature, cdc10D cells ex-
pressing Cdc3(G261V) displayed markedly better growth, rela-
tive to control cdc10D cells expressing normal Cdc3 (Figure 4B).
Furthermore, when expressed in and purified from bacterial
cells, and examined in the EM in high-salt conditions (which
obviate Cdc11-Cdc11 interaction) (Bertin et al., 2008), a detect-
able fraction of the recombinant septin complexes composed of
Cdc3(G261V), Cdc11, andCdc12were larger than the trimers we
exclusively observe when Cdc3 is WT (Bertin et al., 2008). When
guanine nucleotide was present, the Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3
(G261V) complex formedhexamers, albeit very rarely (Figure 4C),
as expected for formation of a Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3(G261V)-
Cdc3(G261V)-Cdc12-Cdc11 rod in which Cdc3 self-association
is mediated by a G interface. As shown previously (Versele et al.,
2004; Farkasovsky et al., 2005), such Cdc10-less complexes
containingWT Cdc3 are able to assemble into bundled filaments
under low-salt conditions.DeveBlocking Hetero-Octamer Polymerization Causes
Lethality
As another independent test of the concept that septin filament
formation is required for yeast cell viability, we examined cells
expressing Cdc11(Da0), a mutant that lacks residues 2–12 of
an a helix critical for the NC interface that mediates Cdc11-
Cdc11 interaction. Septin complexes containing Cdc11(Da0)
are stable hetero-octamers in vitro; but, these rods are incapable
of end-to-end polymerization under low-salt conditions (Bertin
et al., 2008). We reasoned that, in vivo, Cdc11(Da0) should
generate hetero-octamers capped with a subunit unable to
mediate filament assembly. If filament formation is required for
viability, this maneuver should kill the cells. Indeed, cells
expressing the cdc11(Da0) allele as the sole source of Cdc11
are inviable (Figure 5). Again, this lethality was not due to elimina-
tion of the basic residues within the Cdc11 a0 helix postulated to
mediate interaction with acidic phospholipids, because amutant
allele of CDC11 in which these residues were replaced by Ala
was not lethal (Figure S4D).
Consistent with the conclusion that rod-rod association is
necessary for cell viability, high-level overexpression of either
CDC11 or SHS1, but no other septin gene, is growth inhibitory
and causes elongated buds (Iwase et al., 2007; Sopko et al.,
2007). These effects are readily explained in light of our findings.
For SHS1, displacement of the Cdc11 subunits from one or both
the ends in hetero-octamers will abrogate filament formation. For
CDC11, excess free Cdc11 will cap the ends of the rods by an
NC interaction, blocking filament polymerization.Localization and Diffusion Barrier Function are
Maintained in Cdc10-Less and Cdc11-Less Cells
Our findings show that polymerization of septin hetero-octamers
into filaments is required for viability and that mutants lacking
Cdc10 and Cdc11 survive because the remaining septins can
assemble into filaments via unconventional subunit-subunit
interactions. Although the subunit arrangement in Cdc10-less
or Cdc11-less septin complexes is aberrant due to lack of these
components and, consequently, subunit order in the resulting
filaments is abnormal, essential features of standard septin
filaments must be preserved to a greater or lesser extent to
account for the viability of cdc10D and cdc11D cells.lopmental Cell 20, 540–549, April 19, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 545
Figure 6. Septin Localization and Barrier
Function in Cdc10-Less and Cdc11-Less
Cells
Cells of the genotype shown, expressing from
either CEN plasmids (in brackets) or from the
chomosomal locus (for CDC10-mCherry) the
indicated fluorescently tagged proteins, were
grown to midexponential phase and examined by
DIC (top or left) and by epifluorescence micros-
copy with appropriate filters to visualize either
Cdc12-CFP, in presence and absence of
Cdc10-mCherry, or Cdc12-GFP, and either Sec3-
GFP or Chs2-GFP (bottom panels). Strains were
JTY3992 (A), 4003482 (B), FOA-resistant deriva-
tive of JTY4944 (C), and JTY5140 (D and E).
Plasmids were pSEC3-GFP3-1, YCpH-CDC12-
CFP, YCp-CHS2-iGFP, and pLP17 (CDC12-GFP).
Arrowheads, split septin rings; Arrows, bud neck
localization of nonseptin proteins.
See also Figure S5.
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Cdc10-less cells (marked with Cdc12-GFP) undergo the stereo-
typic pattern of cell cycle-dependent transitions (McMurray and
Thorner, 2009): accumulation at the incipient bud site; assembly
into an hourglass-shaped collar at the bud neck; and, formation
of split rings during cytokinesis (Figure 6B). However, unlike WT
split rings (in which septin deposition is equivalent on the mother
and daughter sides of the bud neck), in the split rings in Cdc10-
less cells, the distribution is biased toward the bud-side
(Figure 6B). Importantly, at cytokinesis, and as in WT cells (Fig-
ure 6A), the septin structures at the bud neck in Cdc10-less cells
trapped the exocytic vesicle targeting protein Sec3 (Figure 6B,
top) and the chitin synthaseChs2 (Figure 6B, bottom), two factors
required for cytokinesis and cell division that delineated the546 Developmental Cell 20, 540–549, April 19, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.barrier function of the septins (Barral
et al., 2000;Dobbelaere andBarral, 2004).
In contrast to the more normal
morphology of cdc10D cells, Cdc11-
less cells propagated on galactose
medium were highly elongated and grew
in chains with few obvious bud necks
(Figure S5A), suggesting that most
attempts at cytokinesis fail and that
successful budding is infrequent, yet
sufficient for survival of the clone.
Consistent with this view, where occa-
sional apparent buds were formed,
Cdc12-GFP localized in collar-like struc-
tures at their necks (Figure S5A). At
such locations, the septin structures in
Cdc11-less cells compartmentalized
Sec3-GFP (Figure S5B) and Chs2-GFP
(Figure S5C). Given the pivotal role of
Cdc11 in rod-rod interaction, it is not
surprising that Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10-
Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12 hexamers might
assemble into filaments much less ineffi-
ciently than Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc3-
Cdc12-Cdc11 hexamers.On the other hand, in cdc11Dmutants, the Shs1 present could
contribute to the behavior observed. Indeed, as evidenced by
a near WT colony size at 26 on YPD (Figure 1D), cells lacking
both Cdc11 and Shs1 grew more robustly, but still as chains of
cells with grossly elongated morphologies (Figure 6C). Although
Cdc12-GFP was localized predominantly at the constrictions
corresponding to rudimentary bud necks in these cells, it was
often organized into loose and rather elaborate spirals rather
than tight collars or rings (Figure 6C). Thus, in the absence of
Shs1, Cdc12-Cdc3-Cdc10-Cdc10-Cdc3-Cdc12 hexamers
were capable of unrestrained, even luxuriant, filament formation.
Elongated bud morphology arises from persistent anisotropic
bud growth during an extended G2 phase, and is characteristic
of activation of a Swe1-mediated morphogenesis checkpoint
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Yeast Septin Filament Assembly In Vivothat postponesmitosis if bud emergence is perturbed by defects
in septin organization (Barral et al., 1999; Shulewitz et al., 1999;
Lew, 2003). Indeed, deleting SWE1 markedly improved the
morphology of cdc11D shs1D double mutants (Figure 6D),
resulting in Cdc12-GFP-marked structures that were more
compact and, although exhibiting certain nonuniformities (or
‘‘satellites’’), were clearly arranged into single rings, collars,
and split rings at appropriate stages of the cell cycle (Figure 6D).
Also, in cdc11D shs1D swe1D cells, the septin structures at the
bud neck compartmentalized Chs2-GFP (Figures 6E, left) and
Sec3-GFP (Figure 6, right), and these locations corresponded
to septin-containing collars in cells double-labeled with Cdc10-
mCherry (Figure S5D). Thus, in Cdc11-less cells, as in Cdc10-
less cells, the remaining septins generate structures that operate
as diffusion barriers, compatible with a barricade formed by
assembly of continuous septin filaments.
DISCUSSION
The filamentous collar at the bud neck of S. cerevisiae is the best
understood septin-based structure in biology. Despite insights
gained about its structure and function from genetic, physiolog-
ical, biochemical and ultrastructural studies, it was unclear
whether its filamentous nature per se is required to fulfill its bio-
logical roles, what structural consequences result from elimina-
tion or mutation of particular septins, and how defects in septin
organization account for the observed physiological defects.
Given the defined linear order of subunits in the septin rod and
that filaments assemble by end-to-end polymerization of rods
(Bertin et al., 2008), the viability of Cdc10- or Cdc11-deficient
cells seemed incompatible with a requirement for continuous
filaments in essential septin functions (Frazier et al., 1998).
However, our data show that, in both cdc10D and cdc11D
mutants, the remaining subunits associate into hexameric rods
that are able to assemble into filaments. In cells lacking Cdc11,
the now exposed Cdc12 subunit at each end of a rod mediates
end-to-end polymerization via its G interface. The reported
ability of an analogous human SEPT7-SEPT6-SEPT2-SEPT2-
SEPT6-SEPT7 hexamer to form filaments established an
in vitro precedent for just such an interaction (Sirajuddin et al.,
2007). At a G interface, a few residues from one septin make
contact with the bound nucleotide in another (Sirajuddin et al.,
2007, 2009). The need for a septin subunit to maintain tight
binding both to its own guanine nucleotide and to the nucleotide
in the adjacent subunit presumably provides selective pressure
to constrain the G interface against drift from its ancestral fold.
In cells lacking Cdc10, the ‘‘arms’’ of the standard hetero-oc-
tamer rejoin via an atypical Cdc3-Cdc3 interaction mediated by
its G interface to form hexamers that polymerize via normal
Cdc11-Cdc11 contact. The crucial role of Cdc3 self-association
in sustaining the viability of cdc10D cells was most dramatically
reinforced by the spontaneous mutation (G261V) in Cdc3 that
clearly allowed cells lacking Cdc10 to proliferate more robustly.
In vitro, the corresponding Cdc11-Cdc12-Cdc3(G261V)-Cdc3
(G261V)-Cdc12-Cdc11 hexamers were more stable than those
containing WT Cdc3. Thus, during evolution, the G interface of
Cdc3 has partially lost its capacity for homodimerization, which
was regained by imposing artificial selection in the lab. Interest-
ingly, the filaments formed from Cdc11-less complexes clearlyDevetriggered the Swe1-dependent cell cycle checkpoint, whereas
those formed by Cdc10-less complexes did not. Given that
prominent filament spirals with ‘‘free’’ ends formed in Cdc11-
less cells, it is possible that the morphogenesis checkpoint
‘‘senses’’ filament discontinuities, in analogy to the DNA breaks
that trigger the DNA damage response.
Our findings implied that Cdc10-less and Cdc11-less cells
survive because the septins in these cells still form continuous
filaments. As an independent test of this idea, we designed
mutants, namely Cdc10(Da0) and Cdc11(Da0), that fold and
incorporate into complexes, but cannot form their NC interface,
an interaction required for filament assembly. As anticipated,
when expressed as the sole source of the corresponding septin,
Cdc10(Da0) and Cdc11(Da0) were each lethal. The fact that
a chain-terminating subunit compromises viability, whereas total
absence of the same subunit does not, strongly validates the
conclusion that formation of continuous filaments is essential
for septin function.
Overexpression of Cdc10(Da0) in WT cells blocked filament
assembly, prevented cortical localization of all other septin
subunits, and halted cell division. Coupling of filament assembly
to stable membrane recruitment is not without precedent. We
showed previously that overexpression of a Cdc3 or a Cdc12
mutant lacking its carboxy-terminal extension (CTE) prevented
septin localization at the bud neck and stopped cell division
(Versele et al., 2004). The CTEs of Cdc3 and Cdc12, while
dispensable for hetero-octamer formation, are required, like
the a0 helix in Cdc10, for filament assembly in solution (Bertin
et al., 2010). Thus, conformational changes accompanying
filament assembly may expose or properly orient residues in
the subunits that mediate contact with the membrane, or
filaments simply have greater membrane-binding avidity than
individual rods with weaker membrane-binding propensity, or
both. Indeed, at least in vitro, septin recruitment to a membrane
mimic is tightly coupled to their capacity to polymerize into fila-
ments (Bertin et al., 2010). Thus, to execute their essential func-
tion in cell division, it is not sufficient for septin complexesmerely
to be present, but theymust also be able to localize to the cortex,
which requires their assembly into filaments.
The ability of Cdc10-less or Cdc11-less complexes to form
filaments, albeit inefficiently, bespeaks unusual biological flexi-
bility. Such plasticity in septin assembly in vivo is not idiosyn-
cratic to S. cerevisiae (additional examples are discussed in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Moreover, such orga-
nizational plasticity in the assembly of other oligomeric struc-
tures composed of multiple, structurally similar subunits is also
not without precedent (an additional example is discussed in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
In C. elegans, there are just two septins (UNC-59 and
UNC-61), each essential (Finger et al., 2003), that assemble
into UNC-59–UNC-61–UNC-61–UNC-59 heterotetramers,
which can polymerize into filaments in vitro (John et al., 2007).
In yeast lacking both Cdc10 and Cdc11, the remaining Cdc12-
Cdc3-Cdc3-Cdc12 complex would be, in principle, identical in
organization to worm UNC-59–UNC-61–UNC-61–UNC-59.
However, we found that both cdc10D cdc11D double mutants
and cdc10D cdc11D shs1D triple mutants were inviable on any
medium tested (data not shown). Although recombinant Cdc3
and Cdc12 readily hetero-oligomerize, the resulting complexeslopmental Cell 20, 540–549, April 19, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 547
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et al., 2005). Thus, inviability presumably reflects inability of
Cdc3 and Cdc12 alone to form continuous filaments in vivo.
On the other hand, we also found that a cdc10D shs1D double
mutant is inviable (data not shown). Based solely on filament
formation, absence of Shs1 should not affect Cdc10-less cells,
as long as all other septins are WT. However, a specialized role
in recruiting certain nonseptin factors directly involved in cytoki-
nesis has been ascribed to Shs1, e.g., Myo1 (Iwase et al., 2007).
Unlike loss of Shs1, absenceofCdc10doesnot preclude localiza-
tion of Myo1-GFP to the bud neck (Iwase et al., 2007; data not
shown). If, however,Shs1becomesessential forMyo1neck local-
izationwhenCdc10 is absent, andMyo1 action is needed for such
cells to divide, then inviability of cdc10D shs1D cells likely reflects
crippling of cytokinesis rather than an effect on septin filament
assembly per se. Indeed, unlike CDC10+ cells, a cdc10Dmutant
cannot grow when Myo1 is depleted (data not shown).
Does the biological function of septins generally require fila-
ment formation of the sort observed at the yeast bud neck?
Based solely on fluorescence micrographs of other cell types,
it is not possible to conclude that the septins present are actually
organized into authentic filaments (despite frequent loose use of
the term). In some cases, the filamentous appearance seems
attributable to association of septins with actin cables (Kinoshita
et al., 2002) or microtubules (Vega and Hsu, 2003). In other
cases, a scaffold function has been assigned to septin
complexes in situations that do not demand filaments per se
(Kremer et al., 2005, 2007; Spiliotis et al., 2005). By comparison,
and consistent with all of the data presented here, it is difficult to
rationalize the appearance of the ring-shaped septin structures
at the yeast bud neck and their role in compartmentalizing other
cellular factors without envisioning that this organization and this
function require the assembly of continuous closed filaments
(Barral et al., 2000; Takizawa et al., 2000; Dobbelaere and Barral,
2004). Similarly, in the cytokinetic midbodies in cultured
mammalian cells (Schmidt and Nichols, 2004), in the annulus
separating the posterior and anterior tail segments of sperma-
tozoa (Ihara et al., 2005), and in other situations where septin
complexes appear to establish a barrier to diffusion (or colocal-
ize with an apparent or demonstrated diffusion barrier), it seems
highly likely that execution of this critical physiological function
will require formation of ordered cortical septin filaments.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Strains and Plasmids
Yeast genetic techniques were according to Amberg et al. (2005). All yeast
strains are BYB4741 derivatives (Table S1). Plasmids are described in
Table S2. Sporulationmediumwas SPM (1%K+-acetate, 0.02% raffinose) con-
taining nicotinamide (#N5535, Sigma). FOAmediumwas prepared according to
Boeke et al. (1987). PCR of septin-encoding genes (followed, where necessary,
by diagnostic cleavage with restriction enzymes) confirmed that FOA-resistant
clones represented loss of the URA3-marked septin-expressing plasmid, and
not acquisition of a ura3mutation. For this analysis, genomic DNAwas isolated
from colonies of interest as described (McMurray and Gottschling, 2003) and
appropriate primers were used to amplify the cognate septin ORFs. The cdc3
(W364A)mutation introduces a PvuII site that CDC3+ lacks; hence, upon PvuII
digestion, a WT CDC3 PCR product remains full-length, whereas that from
cdc3(W364A) is cut.CDC12 containsaStyI site that thecdc12(W267A)mutation
eliminates; thus, upon StyI digestion, the WT CDC12 PCR product is cut,
whereas that from cdc12(W267A) remains full length.548 Developmental Cell 20, 540–549, April 19, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier IMicroscopy
For imaging, cells were washed and resuspended in water or PBS, spotted on
a freshly made agarose (2%) pad on a microscope slide (or, occasionally,
directly on the slide itself) in water, PBS or the appropriate SC-based medium,
and placed under a coverslip, which was sealed around the edges with molten
Aquaphor (Eucerin) to prevent drying when time lapse was performed. Images
were taken using a epifluorescence microscope (model BH-2, Olympus
America) equipped with a 603 objective, with a TRITC filter (Chroma) to
view mCherry, an eGFP filter (Chroma) to view GFP when no CFP-tagged
protein was present or to view YFP-tagged proteins when CFP-tagged
proteins were present, and a CFP filter (Chroma) to view CFP when
GFP-tagged proteins were present, and captured digitally using a CCD
camera (Optronics). Spore microcolonies were imaged directly on YPD
dissection plates by standard light microcopy using a 203 objective. Images
were cropped and adjusted for brightness/contrast using Photoshop (Adobe).
Preparation and EM Analysis of Recombinant Septin Complexes
Yeast septins were expressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3), purified by
sequential nickel affinity, size exclusion, and ion exchange chomatography
and examined by EM as described in Bertin et al. (2008).
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
five figures, and two tables and can be found with this article online at
doi:10.1016/j.devcel.2011.02.004.
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